Post Workshop Newsletter

3rd – 5th October 2017

Newsletter:
Facelift With Masters
Summing Up the Three-Days
On behalf of Campus Champs Elysées, we thank you for your
attendance and participation in this workshop. It made for a
fantastic and interesting event.

Live Surgery Workshop:

Inside the Issue

Masters of face lifting
demonstrate their techniques

President’s Message
President of Campus Champs
Elysées and director of the
Clinique des Champs Elysées
thanks all participants

By Campus Champs Elysées

Member Login
Access your member portal to
get information from your
workshop

This

October, Dr. Michael Atlan, Dr. Jean Claude Dardour, and
Tracy Sayag, the Director of the Clinique des Champs Elysées and
President of Campus Champs Elysées, brought together a team of face
lifting masters to present their unique techniques of face lifting at the
workshop FACELIFT WITH MASTERS in Paris, France. The
training was made possible by a combination of administrative efforts
and guidance of the faculty to put together an educational experience
that resulted in a complimentary practice for surgeons who already had
some training experience in face lifting.
The workshop was designed to accommodate a small group of doctors
from all over the world, allowing the Masters to be more available for
personal interactions, as well as creating a strong educational
experience for those who participated. The techniques of the different
masters where highlighted in educational courses, cadaver labs, and
live surgery experiences.

BUTTOCK IMPLANTS
MASTERCLASS
One-Day Masterclass on Buttock
Implants: February 7th, 2018
Clinique des Champs Elysées
Campus Champs Élysées partners
with the Clinique des Champs
Élysées to provide a unique
learning opportunity

Continued on page 2

The next workshop, FACELIFT WITH MASTERS II,
is already designated for the 17th-19th of January 2018.
We are taking bookings on the INVIVOX platform.

Fall 2017

After a warm welcome and orientation by Dr. Atlan and Dr. Dardour,
Day One began with the masters introducing themselves and their
different techniques so participants could compare and contrast what
was being presented and how it applied to their knowledge.
Dr. Baraf asked, “How many of you have done less than five face
lifting’s?” which was met with the raising of all hands of those present.
Many participants soon realized that there was a vast array of training
techniques that they were going to learn and would be able to apply in
the coming days and after, as well, in their own practice.
Day Two was a hands-on experience where participants tried the new
techniques they learned with the help and guidance of the Masters.
They teamed up on seven different cadavers and began to apply and
practice what they had seen the day before. The SMAS was the hot
topic and was explained to each team by a Master as they reached this
step on the cadavers.
Day Three highlighted the face lifting procedure in the best way, with a
Live Surgery. The patients had been prepped and where ready to be
operated on when Dr. Baraf, Cornette and Goin began their face lifting
surgeries. Each step was explained as the doctors worked and
participants were able to ask real-time questions.
Certificates of participation were presented to all who attended the
workshop. The attendees left with a better understanding of how to
perform a facelift and were able to exchange ideas among colleagues
and professional.

BUTTOCK IMPLANTS
MASTERCLASS
February 7th, 2017
This one day masterclass will take place
on February 7th, 2018 at the Campus
Champs Elysées.
Advance your practice of buttock
implants by obtaining specialized training
in the techniques used to perform the
procedure by those who have a great
amount of knowledge and experience
doing it.
The course will be presented by Dr.
Michael Atlan and Dr. Sebastiano
Montoneri and will include both
educational course and Live Surgery
sections. Register today on the Invivox
Platform at:
https://invivox.com/training/detail/1144

Campus Champs Élysées partners with the
Clinique des Champs Élysées to provide a
unique learning opportunity
The Clinique des Champs Élysées is the largest cosmetic
establishment in Europe welcoming French and
international patients for more than sixty years.

Dr. Dardour explains what are his essentials that he
looks at before performing his facelift procedures.

The clinic has hundreds of employees and more than 90
practitioners that are ready to welcome you into their
establishment which is dedicated entirely to cosmetic
medicine, well-being and beauty.
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Presidents Letter

Tracy Sayag watches
on as Dr. Atlan gives
his introduction to the
workshop

By Tracy Sayag

I

am pleased to report that the workshop, FACELIFT WITH MASTERS, was a successful and
productive experience. The Campus Champs Elysées launched this first workshop in an effort to ensure
that all participants left with a better understanding and new techniques of face lifting to add to their
experience and practice.
Under the leadership of Dr. Atlan and Dr. Dardour, our team was able to carry out an innovative and
integral presentation of different ideas.
Dr. Baraf, Dr. Goin, Dr. Dardour, and Dr. Cornette de Saint Cyr each presented their own techniques
of face lifting, giving an array of new information that can elaborate and improve your practice. One of
the profound outcomes of this workshop was having a personal growing experience with specific
training objectives in a structured display.
The Clinique des Champs Elysées was happy to provide an environment where the procedures,
techniques, and principles learned during the workshop were presented in their regular environments.
We hope you enjoyed the workshop and found it helpful. There was a positive energy and interesting
conversations that made this event an exciting one. Keep an eye out for more upcoming workshops that
we have scheduled for the year 2018.
Contact

Campus Champs Elysees
61, Avenue Franklin D. Roosevelt
75008, Paris, France
Email:
tracy.sayag@campuschampselysees.com
Telephone:
+33 (0)6 25 67 94 21
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Different Techniques of
Face lifting
Each master has had significant experience within their practice
of face lifting which they shared with all the participants of this
workshop. The participant themselves had their own operating
experience which they were elaborating on. This workshop was
an opportunity to enhance the participants surgical skills of face
lifting as well as meet with other colleagues in the same
situation.

The Masters Skills
Different techniques were presented by each of the surgeons
showing that face lifting doesn’t only have to be done in one
way. The first day of the workshop, the facelift, mid lift, and fat
grafting procedures were presented.
Dr. Goin spoke to us about his use of lipostructure and wrinkle
treatment along with the way he performs his surgeries. Small
incisions when it is possible, avoiding to cut the hair, and other
tricks unique to his technique. Dr. Cornette de Saint Cyr
explained that, to him, the skin approach is very important. He
preserves the temporal hair and side burns. He also demonstrated
his shortening of an elongated upper lip procedure. Dr. Baraf
elaborated on his incision techniques, skin and muscle work and
using injections with water and adrenaline before undermining.
His idea is that it is not a soft lift, but a soft recovery time.

My Turn to Try
The cadaver lab took place at Ecole de chirurgie du fer a
moulin. Each participant spent time practicing themselves, in a
team, and applied what they had seen and heard the day before.
The Masters where there to perfect their technique and
demonstrate if something was unclear. The SMAS was observed
intently by the participants, as well as the more complicated
techniques of a mid-face lift.

LIVE
The three live surgeries by Dr. Baraf, Dr. Cornette de Saint Cyr,
and Dr. Goin put all of the elements of the workshop together,
and gave the participants an in your face type of practice where
questions and answers of the procedure could really help to
improve their practices.
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Access your
Member Login
By becoming a CCE member
and accessing your web portal
on our website, you will have
access to materials presented
during this workshop.
All materials presented during
the three days of the workshop,
Facelift With Masters, will be
available. This includes : all
presentations given by the
masters, videos taken during the
live surgery workshops, and a
photo gallery of candid photos
and certificate presentation to
each participant.
On the Campus Champs
Elysées
homepage
http://www.campuschampselys
ees.com/ go to the
Membership tab. Under the
dropdown there is a section –
Member Login. A username or
email address and password is
required in order to activate
your access to the full content of
your member portal.

Fall 2017

The Masters
Michael Atlan, MD, Phd
Microsurgical breast reconstructions; Implant based
reconstruction; Aesthetic innovation
Evaluation of plastic surgery innovations, especially for breast

michael.atlan@campuschampselysees.com
Jean-Claude Dardour, MD
Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery

jean-claude.dardour@campuschampselysees.com
Patrick Baraf, MD
Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery

Visit our website:

www.campuschampselysees.com

Jean Louis Goin, MD
Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery

Bernard Cornette de Saint Cyr, MD

Access information and view future
workshops

Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery.

The Attendees
Ballieux, MD
Belgium

Papadopoulou, MD
Greece

Jugun, MD
Mauritius

Vlastarakos, MD
Greece

Kechagiadakis, MD
Greece

Mrvaljevic, MD
Serbia

Lekkas, MD
Greece

Sfakiotakis, MD
Greece

Lambe, MD
United Kingdom

Bounti, MD
Greece

Waskiewicz Jr., MD
Belgium

Tzivaridou, MD
Greece

Al Hammadi, MD
United Arab Emirates

Abbou, MD
France
Pessis, MD
France

